Mitigate chemical and biological threats with advanced data-powered solutions

The growing threat of chemical and biological agents from state and non-state actors demands innovative defense strategies. By harnessing structured information and cutting-edge digital technologies, data-driven solutions provide world leaders with evidence-based insights for optimized risk management against chemical and biological threats.

Enhance chemical surveillance and threat characterization
Elevate chemical threat detection and response strategies with AI-driven monitoring systems optimized to identify hazardous substances and detect suspicious activities in real time.

Improve detection and strengthen crisis preparedness
Support early biothreat detection and response measures using advanced data analytics and machine learning models to leverage pathogen data, transmission reports, and resistance profiles.

Mitigate risks across global supply chains
Harness chemical supply chain analysis tools to detect unusual purchasing and transportation patterns for early threat identification and proactive risk management.

Accelerate prophylactic discovery to market
Minimize trial and error in prophylactic development using advanced machine learning models to identify the best candidates, streamline complex clinical trials, and accelerate regulatory approval.

Boost medical countermeasures (MCMs) development
Utilize predictive algorithms and real-time data analytics to screen for key therapeutic compounds, predict their effectiveness, and direct the development of targeted antidotes.

Optimize protective materials for chemical and biological warfare
Leverage machine learning models to simulate exposure scenarios, forecast how protective materials interact with hazardous agents, and support R&D efforts for maximal safety.
LEVERAGING QUALITY DATA AND TECHNOLOGIES TO DIFFUSE RISKS
Secure powerful analytics and reliable insights with CAS Custom Services℠

From early detection to response efforts, data-driven solutions offer crucial support in combating chemical and biological threats. Yet, without quality data and appropriate validation strategies to fuel their digital initiatives, defense agencies can fail to leverage these new tools and stay ahead of emerging dangers.

Through human-curated content, digital technology assistance, and unmatched domain expertise, CAS Custom Services allows defense agencies to leverage data-driven solutions and generate powerful insights for enhanced risk management strategies.

DATA QUALITY

Bedrock of advanced risk mitigation strategies

Precise, evidence-based insights and effective countermeasures rely on quality information to support advanced analytics. Flawed or limited data can introduce bias and compromise insights, undermining strategic decision-making and your risk mitigation efforts.

— Expand your internal database with the unique CAS Content Collection™, curated and translated from more than 50 languages by our scientists.

— Access CAS REGISTRY®, the world’s largest repository of vetted chemicals for reliable substance information.

— Perform guided landscape search and trend analyses for strategic foresight and enhanced decision-making.

DATA-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGIES

The driving force behind impactful data-powered solutions

By leveraging potent machine learning algorithms, AI-assisted predictions, and advanced data analytics, defense agencies can reveal unseen insights across massive datasets. However, these powerful analytic tools depend on comprehensive model optimization and in-depth technical knowledge.

— Validate your AI models with custom-curated training sets for improved prediction accuracy and transferability.

— Acquire technical knowledge with personalized consultations and tailored training programs for optimized AI performance.

— Benefit from comprehensive analytics support for enhanced decision-making and strategy development.
Contact us today to find out how CAS Custom Services can help your organization combat CBRNE threats.
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CAS transforms scientific data into actionable, evidence-based insights.
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